
On Skylark Isle 

 
 

Hope glanced up at the Temple of Rajaynayaa after which she had been 

named. She loved the way her name sounded in Somali. Her sister Faith 

was just as lucky to be named after Mount Iimaanka, the tribe’s sacred 

volcano. The people of Hope’s tribe were getting ready to celebrate the 

changing of the chiefs. Hope usually wouldn’t be worried about the 

change even though it would be a big one. But Hope was nervous 

because Faith was becoming tribe chief after their father. The elders sat in 

the shade of bushes and trees, knitting banners or telling off the children 

for eating the treats on the tables. The children just laughed and ran off. 

They would only listen to nineteen-year-old Hope. Managing a tribe was 

a hard task and the Ember tribe was not known to anyone but foe tribes. 

Skylark Isle was a charming island to live on because it was only big 

enough for one tribe’s territory and not many people knew it existed. As 

Hope cruised through the villages, she realised that one person wasn’t 

joining in with the preparations: Elder Fern. ‘ She must be at the beach,’ 

thought Hope so she swung round and sprinted towards the sandy shores 

of Skylark Isle.  

 

As Hope had expected, Elder Fern was sitting on her usual rock and 

humming to herself, watching the camp with a content and dreamy 

expression. When Hope approached her, she didn’t turn around but spoke 

in her soft voice. 

“Have you come for peace and quiet like me or have you come to tell me 

to go there and knit and shout at children?” 

“I came for some peace and quiet but mainly to see if you were ok. You 

know I will always look out for you. Being the first female tribe leader 

must have seemed like an award but now that my sister is taking over… it 

must make you sad,” admitted Hope. 

“Yes, it does make me sad but I cannot stop the tribe from having what 

they want. I came here to watch the preparations from a safe distance as 

all of the constant fuss makes me ill. Do you want to come on a boat with 

me?” A smile lit up Hope’s face because Elder Fern always knew when 

Hope wanted cheering up. The boats that the tribe used were fantastic. 

Glorious leather was stretched over a stylish frame and as the seas were 

never rough, boating was always a good thing to do if you’re with 

someone like Elder Fern. To make things even better, Elder Fern 

declared, 

“I’ll even tell you a story about Trumore Forest!” 



 

Hope couldn’t wait for the story. The tribe’s ways were derived from 

stories and the elders’ tales were the best. Every time a tribe rule was 

made, the Ember tribe would honour their ancestors and spirits. Hope 

helped Elder Fern into the boat and they set off at a leisurely pace so 

Elder Fern would have time to finish the story. As magical words flowed 

out of her mouth, Hope dreamed of the things to come. The story began. 

But what Elder Fern didn’t tell anyone was that the stories happened 

when she told them. If she said the their boat sank in the story, their boat 

would actually sink. And Trumore Forest was actually a real place. 

 

In Trumore Forest 
 

‘It moved. Why was it moving? It shouldn’t be moving. Well, not on its 

own anyway. The hand crept closer. Just the hand – no body could be 

seen. Jessica stared at the mystical terror. It lunged, clasped her thin neck 

and sank its claws into the already bloody flesh. After seconds of 

piercing, unheard screams a gut clenching sound of claws being dragged 

against stone sounded.  Murderous thuds of dead bodies – dead bodies 

coming back to life could be heard.  The cave saw its last light just before 

Shadow Hunters shrouded the view with their half-shadowed figures.’ 

Jessica awoke from her dream. She sincerely hoped that it was a dream. 

But it wasn’t, it was a vision. The screams had sounded to real and the 

movements to clear for a nightmare. Being a chief was what she had 

always looked forward to but now, now she felt that the visions drained 

her life slowly and the constant pressure made her ill. The sun was at its 

highest so that meant she had slept right through the morning. And she 

had had a vision at daytime. Something was definitely wrong with her. 

There was someone outside her tent. Jessica could see their shadow. It 

must have realised that she had seen it and it vanished into thin air. The 

day was getting weirder by the minute. As she called in her mother, she 

saw the shadow again. This time outside the back of Jessica’s tent.  

 

After Jessica had eaten some bread and cheese, she ventured out into 

Trumore Forest. The trees towered high above her and the crocodiles 

looked at her with curious eyes. Only the bravest hunters would step into 

the forest when food was really low.  Nightcolts roamed the land and they 

would kick and bite you if you offended them. Their teeth were as sharp 

as thorns and their hooves were studded with razor-sharp spikes. Devils 

weren’t fairy tales either. A cave appeared from behind the trees. It 

looked unconvincing so Jessica turned away and started to walk back the 

way she had come. A rustle in a nearby bush made her freeze with fear. 



Suddenly, she was jerked back and she couldn’t control her shadow. The 

dark reflection had a mind of its own. A simple wind blew and Jessica 

felt drowsy and drugged. The ground seemed alarmingly inviting and she 

obeyed her heart, leaving the thought of fear behind.  

 

A blurred vision came to her but there was no light. Jessica saw a stone 

ceiling on three sides of here but she was facing Trumore Forest. Even 

moonlight could not enter the cave. A figure that looked like half a devil 

fixed its glaring eyes on her. ‘Why is there only half of the body?” Jessica 

thought. And then her mind clicked: They were Shadow Hunters. Half 

apparent and half shadow. Even the most deadly monsters in the forest 

could not compete with Shadow Hunters. An overwhelming fear bubbled 

in Jessica’s mind. The vision had been right. This would be how she met 

her end. A single hand was moving into the cave. ‘The hand that kills 

me!’ as Jessica tried to move she was surprised to find that she wasn’t 

tied up. The Shadow Hunters made the prospect of death more terrifying 

and detaching their hands from the rest of their bodies was their way of 

killing. Her vision was real life. It moved. It shouldn’t have moved. The 

hand shuffled along the ground towards her. The hand was a death 

machine with its claws scraping the ground and the evil stench of death 

was all encompassing. When it lunged, Jessica’s mind was lured into a 

sleep that she would wake up from as a Shadow Hunter. She would wake 

up as a monster. A more realistic pain shot through her body this time. 

There was no escaping. Dying wasn’t as bad as she had imagined but the 

thought that she would become a killing machine made her fear so much 

more. It might lead her to kill a loved one! The soft blackness of death 

enclosed her mind while she heard the cackles of the Shadow Hunters 

surrounding her. Jessica’s soul no longer belonged to her. It was theirs. 

 

 On Skylark Isle 

 
Hope and Elder Fern docked their boat at the beach and wandered up to 

the town. Hope skipped along but Elder Fern was walking more slowly 

than ever. She was always sad when there was death in her stories but she 

didn’t control her words. The Shadow Hunters did.  
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